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Heavy Vehicle Driving Test Notification No. ER/REC/ADVT-05/2020 Dated 16/12/2020 
 

Reference our advertisement no. ER/REC/ADVT-01/2020 dated 21/08/2020 for the post of                 
Operator-I (HMV), Grade-VII (Post Code: OHV12020) at Field Headquarters, Oil India Limited, Duliajan, 
subsequent to the notification no. ER/REC/ADVT-03/2020 dated 09/12/2020 for declaration of written test 
results on 09/12/2020 and the submission process of document(s)/certificate(s)/testimonial(s) for the above 
post, we hereby furnish the following list of candidates shortlisted for the Heavy Vehicle Driving Test 
as per the selection methodology of the company clearly mentioned in the above advertisement and 
also highlighted hereunder. The candidates are requested to carefully read the instructions in the 
footnote pertaining to the recruitment process for the above post. 
 
 

Sn. Registration / Roll No.  Sn. Registration / Roll No. 

1 214000038 33 214000553 

2 214000039 34 214000556 

3 214000148 35 214000592 

4 214000246 36 214000603 

5 214000252 37 214000604 

6 214000258 38 214000606 

7 214000270 39 214000621 

8 214000283 40 214000654 

9 214000286 41 214000656 

10 214000302 42 214000670 

11 214000326 43 214000676 

12 214000348 44 214000682 

13 214000357 45 214000693 

14 214000359 46 214000717 

15 214000361 47 214000727 

16 214000363 48 214000730 

17 214000365 49 214000747 

18 214000371 50 214000755 

19 214000388 51 214000780 

20 214000389 52 214000799 

21 214000460 53 214000805 

22 214000471 54 214000815 

23 214000480 55 214000825 

24 214000494 56 214000829 

25 214000497 57 214000832 

26 214000499 58 214000841 

27 214000514 59 214000842 

28 214000522 60 214000843 

29 214000524 61 214000881 

30 214000536 62 214000883 

31 214000539 63 214000912 

32 214000549 64 214000913 
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Note:  
 
 
1. The above shortlisted candidates will be intimated about the schedule of the Heavy Vehicle 

Driving Test through official communication. 
 
2. As per clause no. 5.0 (ix) of the above advertisement, candidate(s) who will secure the pass 

marks of minimum 50% (fifty percent) in the Written Test will qualify for the Heavy Vehicle Driving 
Test. Candidate(s) who will not secure the pass marks of minimum 50% (fifty percent) in the 
Written Test will fail to qualify for the Heavy Vehicle Driving Test. However, merely securing 
qualifying marks in Written Test will not make candidate(s) eligible to appear in the Heavy Vehicle 
Driving Test. 

 
3. As per clause no. 5.0 (x), 5.0 (xi) and 5.0 (xii) of the above advertisement, candidate(s) will be 

shortlisted in the order of merit i.e. based on marks obtained in the Written Test and will be called 
for the Heavy Vehicle Driving Test in the ratio of 1:2 (i.e. for one vacancy, two candidates will be 
shortlisted with due cognizance to number of reserved posts). If there is a tie in the marks 
obtained in the Written Test, then all candidates with the same marks having secured the pass 
marks of minimum 50% (fifty percent) in the Written Test will be shortlisted for the Heavy Vehicle 
Driving Test. After the Heavy Vehicle Driving Test, if all the candidates who appeared in the 
Heavy Vehicle Driving Test are found to be unfit or the number of candidates who have qualified 
in the Heavy Vehicle Driving Test are less than the number of notified vacancies, then the next 
candidates in order of merit i.e. based on marks obtained in the Written Test, available as per the 
ratio 1:2 who have qualified in the Written Test shall be called for the Heavy Vehicle Driving Test. 
This process will be repeated till such time all the vacancies are filled up, subject to availability 
of qualified candidates. 

 
4. As per clause no. 5.0 (xiii) of the above advertisement, the Heavy Vehicle Driving Test will be of 

a qualifying nature only and will not carry any weightage. The pass mark to qualify in the Heavy 
Vehicle Driving Test is minimum 50% (fifty percent) marks. Candidate(s) who will not secure the 
pass marks of minimum 50% (fifty percent) in the Heavy Vehicle Driving Test will fail to qualify 
for final selection. Final selection will be made in order of merit on the basis of the marks secured 
in the Written Test only. 

 
5. As per clause no. 5.0 (xiv) of the above advertisement, in the final merit list for selection, if Written 

Test marks of more than one candidate are same, then the candidate who secures more marks 
in Part-C of the Written Test will be given preference. In case, if the marks in Part-C are same, 
then the candidate who secures more marks in Part-B will be given preference. If the marks in 
Part-B are also same, then the candidate older in age will be given preference in the final merit 
list. 

 
6. As per clause no. 6.0 (i) and 6.0 (iv) of the above advertisement, candidates may be required to 

produce their document(s)/certificate(s)/testimonial(s) at any stage of the selection process and 
the candidature may be rejected if the document(s)/certificate(s)/testimonial(s) etc. are not found 
to be in order or as per our requirement. Accordingly, the candidates who qualified in the written 
test for the above post were advised to submit the essential document(s)/certificate(s)/ 
testimonial(s), as applicable in support of the declaration made in the online application. Any 
failure to submit the essential document(s)/certificate(s)/testimonial(s) in support of the 
declaration in the online application leads to rejection of candidature. 

 
7. As per clause no. 7.0 of the above advertisement, appointment of provisionally selected candidate(s) is 

subject to his/her being declared medically fit as per the requirement of the Company. The medical 
fitness of each candidate will be assessed by the OIL Medical Board and appointment will be                           
subject to meeting the applicable medical standards prescribed by the Company in the                             
Guidelines and Criteria for Physical Fitness for Pre-Employment Medical Examination available at                                                  
https://oil-india.com/current_openNew.aspx. 

 

https://oil-india.com/current_openNew.aspx
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8. As per clause no. 6.0 (iii) and 6.0 (iv), all the documents/certificates/testimonials submitted by the 
candidate(s) will be verified from the concerned Issuing Authorities. During document verification at any 
stage of the selection process, the candidature may be rejected if the document(s)/certificate(s)/ 
testimonial(s) etc. are not found to be in order or as per our requirement. Further, in case it is detected 
that a candidate has furnished any incorrect/doctored/false information/document(s)/certificate(s)/ 
testimonial(s) or has suppressed any material fact(s), his/her candidature will stand cancelled and name 
of such candidate(s) will be blacklisted for applying against any post in Oil India Limited in future. 

 
 

Employee Relations Department 
Oil India Limited, Field Headquarters 

Date : 16/12/2020 
Place : Duliajan 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

***** 

BEWARE OF FRAUDULENT OFFERS 
 
It has been brought to our notice that some unscrupulous individuals/criminal elements are 
attempting to defraud jobseekers/general public by issuing fake engagement/appointment 
letters, assuring jobs etc. in Oil India Limited. It may be noted that Oil India Limited has well laid out 
and transparent policies/procedures and engagement/appointment letters are issued by the Company 
to selected candidates at the conclusion of such a process. Oil India Limited does not authorize any 
person/organization outside of Oil India Limited to offer any job on its behalf. 
 
Through this public notice, Oil India Limited warns all job seekers/general public to be vigilant against 
such unscrupulous elements and reject such engagement/appointment letters, assurance of jobs etc. in 
the Company. Oil India Limited will not be responsible for any loss/damage suffered either directly or as 
a consequence of such fake offers from any source whatsoever. 

 


